1BM's Favourite Numbers!

This term we have been learning to write, identify and count with all the numbers up to 100. We would like to share with you our favourite two digit numbers. **Flynn** choose **88**, because when he is 88 he will be very old! **Jackson's** favourite two-digit number is also **88**, because it is written on the number plate of his dirt bike.

**William B** picked **16** because he is 6 and he couldn't choose 6 (because it has one digit) so he decided on 16. **Louie's** favourite two-digit numbers are **43** and **53** because he knows people who are those ages.

**Hailey's** favourite number is **24** because she was born on the 24th.

**Lyndon** chose the number **48** because his house number is 48.

**Isabel** picked **44**, because it is special to her.

**Lennox's** favourite number is **99**, because next is 100.

**Daisy** loves **69** because it is not too high!
Lily thinks 79 is a terrific number.

Jacob loves 14 because it is on the number plate of his car.

Erin thinks 17 is a fabulous number.

Georgia decided 46 is amazing.

William H likes 99, he has been practising writing the number all year!

Lachlan H's favourite number is 70, because his house is 70 years old.

Lachlan J's favourite number is 55, because he loves the number 5 and there are two 5s in 55.
Lillian thinks 19 is pretty good, she is born on the 19th and her sister is 19.

Ruby loves 99 because it is close to 100!

Baily’s favourite number is 42 because someone in his family is 42.

Archie just likes 45!

Someone in Ashlea’s family is 39.
Angus choose 66, because he is 6, but we were choosing two digit numbers. Bryce likes 98 because he lives at number 98.

Dominic thinks 45 is great because his toy soldiers are 45 years old.

Leah's favourite number is 77 because when you turn it upside down it looks like LL.

Alexandra loves 17, because when she is 17 she gets to go to the school her sister goes to.

Mrs Lynch likes 96, because her grandfather lived to 96 and when you turn 96 up-side down it is 69. Mrs Mance likes 49 because the house she grew up in was number 49. Mrs Bramanathan's favourite number is 17 because she is born on the 17th.